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Abstract 
Recording foods enable us to improve our dietary 
habits. In food records, there are a variety of 
descriptions of meals because there is no standard way 
to express meal names. In this study, we analyze 
Japanese food records from the view of word frequency. 
We show very small numbers of words are satisfactory 
to describe the majority of the record. 
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Introduction 
People are highly interested in food, and there are 
currently high expectations for information technology 
to contribute to improving diets. In particular, in the 
field of food records, a number of web services for 
health management and communication through 
dietary information have already been implemented [1, 
2, 3]. However, it is difficult for non-experts to 
correctly record meals, and a definitive way to do this 
has not yet been established. 
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In this study, we investigated the frequency of words 
used in actual records of FoodLog [1], a food recording 
service developed for smartphones in Japan. Then, we 
categorized words that frequently appeared in the 
entire service and words that frequently appeared in 
data provided by specific individuals. 

Related Studies 
Recipe Search 
In studies to discover rules for searching meal names, 
recipe data are mainly used [4, 7]. Recipe contains 
descriptions of ingredients and cooking methods for 
each meal, whereas food record data only deals meal 
names. The main difference between recipe and food 
record data is the appearance frequency of meal names. 
Since food records strongly reflect an individual’s meal 
preferences, a specific meal name appears many times. 
In contrast, it appears only once in recipe data. 

FoodLog Data 
The FoodLog food recording system [1] contains two 
databases (DBs) (Table 1): a DB containing 1,870 
typical meal names that were prepared in advance (in-
system DB) and a DB that is created and updated by 
each user (user-defined DB). The two databases are 
used in the following procedure.  

1. Search for a meal name based on the system returns 
a list of keyword or an image candidates of the meal in 
the in-system DB and the user-defined DB. 

2. Choose the corresponding one from the candidates. 

3. When there is no proper name in the candidates, a 
new meal name is defined and registered to the user-

defined DB. The meal name will be included in 
subsequent searches. 

The user-defined DB is made and maintained for each 
user and is not shared. Therefore, a meal name defined 
by one user cannot be seen by another. 

The data that were analyzed in this study were 457,944 
records from 6,780 users created between May 31, 
2013 and February 13, 2014. The number of records 
per user varied from 1 to 3,228. 

Of the 1,870 meal names in the in-system DB, 1,842 
meal names were used at least once. 77% of the total 
records were chosen from the in-system DB. In the 
user-defined DBs, there were a large number of meal 
names appeared; 34,224 meal names were registered. 

Table 1. Examples of meal names in the databases. 

Analysis of Frequently Appearing Words 
To analyze the meal name expressions in the FoodLog 
data, we segmented the meal names into words and 
extracted a set of frequently appearing words by 
calculating the frequency of each word. In addition, we 
analyzed tendencies that appeared by categorizing the 
extracted words. 

In System    
DB 

ご飯(Rice), 味噌汁（わかめと豆腐）(Miso 
soup (seaweed and tofu)), ステーキ（牛
サーロイン）(Steak (beef sirloin)) 

User Defined 
DB  

レーズンチョコ(Raisin chocolate), マクド
ナルド	 ポテト L (French fries L size 
from McDonald’s) 
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Segmentation of a meal name into words 
To segment a meal name into words, we used the 
Japanese morphological analysis library kytea [5], and 
the word boundary model was optimized by adding the 
top 2,000 most frequent meal names appearing in the 
FoodLog data to the general training data distributed in 
kytea.  

Set of frequently appearing words 
The appearance probability of a set of words W = {w1,  
… , wm} in a food record data set D = {d1, … , dn} is 
defined as 

( )
( )

( )∑
∈

=
Ww
C

S
P D|w

D
1D|W , 

where S(D) is the sum of the number of appearances of 
all words in D, and C(w|D) is the number of 
appearances of w in D.  In this case, the set of High-
Frequency Words (HFW) in D is 

( ) ( ){ }th
W

PP ≥== D|W|WWminargDHFW . 

HFW words appear more frequently than a rate of Pth in 
D. In the analysis, we set Pth = 0.8. 

Categorization of words 
We categorized words into the following four types: 

1. Ingredient or dish name, e.g., おにぎり(rice ball), パ
ン(bread). 

2. Cooking method, e.g., 焼き(grilled), 煮(simmered), 生
(raw), 汁(soup). 

3. Food product name, e.g., ファミマ(Family Mart), 
SUBWAY.  

4. Others, e.g., の(of), と(and), 健康(healthy), グリーン
(green), ml 

In regard to errors in the word segmentation, we 
categorized words as type 1, 2, or 3 by correcting word 
segmentation only when that error occurred for the 
same word. When an error meant that there were 
multiple ways to classify a word, the word was 
categorized as type 4. 

Food Record Analysis of FoodLog Data 
Set of high-frequency words in the entire FoodLog data 
We compare HFW of three user groups in FoodLog data, 
D0, D1, and D2 (Table 2). The user groups contain 
different users who may have different eating habits. 
User grouping is automatic. The users were ranked by 
their amount of food records. According to the ranking 
order, every three users are categorized in a same 
group. We compute HFW(Di) for each data set. We 
show HFW(D0)  in Figure 1. Only 303 words are 
selected as HFW in D0.  

Following this, we calculated the appearance probability 
of HFW, P(HFW|D), for D0, D1, and D2 (Table 3). 
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Figure 1. The 303 words included in the set of frequently appearing words in the dataset D0. Words of a larger size 
appear more frequently. The top 10 most frequency words are ”（”,  “）”, “の(of)”, “ご飯 (rice)”, “焼き(roast)”,     “サラダ
(salad)”,  “と(and)”,  “汁(soup)”,  “味噌(miso)”,  “野菜(vegetable)”

 

DB Users Records Words 

D0 2260 151473 430376 

D1 2260 152635 432162 

D2 2260 153836 437390 

Table 2. FoodLog data of the three user groups.  

 

 

HFW Size D0 D1 D2 

HFW(D0) 303 0.8004 0.7843 0.7909 

HFW(D1) 321 0.8033 0.8004 0.7980 

HFW(D2) 311 0.7994 0.7890 0.8003 

Table 3. Appearance probability of HFW in each data 
set.  
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Table 3 shows that the appearance probability is not 
very different from those defined by any data sets. We 
also see that only 300 words compose 80% of the 
words in the data sets, which includes 430,000 words 
and 150,000 food records. This is consistent with a 
power law [6] in that a small number of main elements 
make up the majority of the total. Note that the food 
record data is a mixture distribution of the frequency of 
meal name and that of words. 151,473 records in D0 
included 14824 meal names, and they included 6186 
words. 

Frequently appearing words by users 
To investigate the words recorded by an individual 
user, we defined User Particular Words (UPW) as 

( ) ( ) { }Φ=∩=== HFWWWWDWPDUPW i
W

i ,5||maxarg
for the data set Di recorded by user i.  User Particular 
Words are frequently appearing words for a specific 
user and are equivalent to the top 5 words that are not 
included in the HFW. We analyzed data sets for 954 
users. Each of them had recorded more than 100 
records (examples are shown in Table 4). We extracted 
1,442 distinct words as the UPW. The words in both the 
HFW and UPW were categorized, and a comparison is 
shown in Table 5.  

From the results in Table 4 and 5, in the UPW, which is 
a set of words that appear frequently only in some 
users, we see that there are more words related to 
company and product names such as Lawson and 
Nachuro (an abbreviation of Natural Lawson). There is 
no such feature in the HFW. 

 

User 1 フルグラ(An abbreviation of fruit granola), 
酢の(Vinegar) , ローソン(Lawson) , ナチュ
ロー(An abbreviation of Natural Lawson) , 
カルビ(Beef ribs) 

User 2 フレンチ(French), ハーゲンダッツ(Haagen 
Dazs), アンド(And), しょうゆ(Soy sauce), 
ケチャップ(Ketchup) 

User 3 カルビ(Beef ribs), ポトフ(pot-au-feu), サワ
ー(sour cocktail), しらす(whitebait), だれ
(sauce)   

Table 4. Examples of UPW defined by three users. 

Words  
Dish 
name 

Cooking 
method 

Product Others 

HFW(D0) 188 54 0 61 

UPW 682 125 150 485 

Table 5. Comparison of HFW and UPW categorization. 

Summary 
In this study, we have analyzed the present state of the 
Japanese food recording system, FoodLog, in terms of 
the frequency of words used in meal names. We have 
shown that most food records are composed of a small 
number of words, 300 words for composing 80% of 
150,000 records. In addition, in records created by 
individual users, a meal is sometimes recorded using 
the company or product name. These results will need 
to be taken into account in future works.  
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